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THE EFFECTIVE TECHNIQUE OF SOLVING OF REDUCED 
CHARACTERISTICS EQUATIONS OF RADIATION 
TRANSFER THEORY
F. N. Borovik, N. N. Rogovtsov
An integral equation of radiation transfer theory is considered. The method to solution 
of this equation based on its reduction to an infinity system of linear algebraic equations is 
presented. The solvability conditions in L2"sPace are given and the explicit series solution is 
constructed.
1. The consideration of different boundary value problems of radiation transfer theory for the 
case of dispersion media of different configurations [1] require solving of integral equations (IE) of 
the form:
1
(1 - = - У ,u>)cfy/ + д(р,ш), p & [-1,1]. (1)
-1
Here w and A are parameters. is an unknown, and g(p,w) is a given function; Vm € -No =
= {0,1,2,...} Pm(p,jtz') = J027r x(t) cos(mv?)d^, where 7 = [(1 - /?)(1 - /z'2)]1/2 cos + pg
(7 e [-1,1]) and x(t) is a nonnegative real function, normalized by the condition j2xX(7)d7 = 2. 
The qualitative theory of IE (1) was developed in [2-4], and then in [5] Vm G No the technique of 
solving of IE (1) in closed form was developed. Different formal solutions of IE (1) for m = 0 were 
obtained in [3, 6, 7].
In this paper a primary attention is given to formulations and statements substantiating the 
effective technique of solving of IE (1) yields. This technique allows us a convenient numerical 
realization which is very important for applications in the field of the radiation transfer theory and 
dispersion medium optics.
As in [5-7] we use a connection between solutions of IE (1) and an infinite linear set of algebraic 
equations of truncation procedure, continuous fraction theory and Sturm polynomial systems will 
be used. Also a part of qualitative and constructive results of [2, 5] will be take into account.
2. Now it is useful to introduce notations. Let C be a set of complex numbers and S —
= [-loo,—г] U [г,+гоо]. Sets of all complex continuous and square integrable functions on [—1,1] 
are denoted by C[—1,1] and £2(0,1) respectively. A class of all complex value functions defined 
on [-1,1], satisfying on [—1,1] the Holder condition of index a is denoted by Ha[—1,1]. A set of 
all sequences {6S} satisfying the condition Dt=°o(2(m + s) + l)(s!/(s + 2m)!)|6s|2 < +00 will be 
denoted by l2(m). An infinite continuous fraction qq + /3i(aq + /^(аг + *s denoted by
[cto; A finite continuous fraction is denoted by [cto;
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Besides IE■ (1) the following infinite system of linear algebraic equations
ho£s+ibs+1(w) + iu>(sbs_i(w) = xsi>s(u>) - vs(w),b_i(w) = 0,s6 N0,u G C (2)
will be considered. Here {vs(u>)} are given and (5s(cj)} are required functional or numerical se­
quences; {es}, {Cs}, {*s} are known numerical sequences. Besides (2) the following finite system of 
linear algebraic equations
iweibi(w,n) = xo^o(w,n) — vo(w),
Ше2Ьъ(ш,п) + iwCffiofjJ ,n) = X}b\(ai,n) — Vi(w), 
, (3)
1
will be used. System (3) is obtained from (2) by using a truncation procedure (Vsg{zi + 1, n -I- 2,...} 
&s(w) = 0 and vs(uj) = 0).
3. We formulate statements on qualitative theory of IE (1) and systems (2) and (3).
Theorem 1. Let A € (0,1),w G C\S, a real function x(n) € 1,1) and a function g(p, w) G
G Тг(—1, 1) of a variable p, х(пМп = 2, Vs, m G Nq Es = s, Q = s + 2m, xs = (2(m + s) + 
+1)(1-Л/ш+з), where fs — fli Ps(p)x(.p)dp, Ps(p) being Legendre polynomials Уs,mENo vs(u>) = 
= 2((m+s) + l)A/rn+s /31(1 — ‘i'OJp )_1<Ям >w)P£+s(jj,')dp where P™+s(/i) is an associated Legendre 
polynomial. Then Ут G Nq necessary and sufficient conditions for the solvability of IE (1) in the 
class I/2(-l, 1) is the solvability of system (2) in the class bffim).
Theorem 2. Let Ув,т G Wo i's(m) = £s+i^s+i(xsxs+1)~1, vs(w) = 0; let the values Л, ш, es, 
G, xs satisfy the condition of Theorem 1. Then Ут G No the necessary and sufficient conditions of 
the existence of a nonzero solution of system (2) in the class fm) is the existence of a nonempty set 
/ \ 2 / \ 2
(4) 
Heregffiw) = 4 jli(l~^п )_1-Рт(м> 4)^(4,ш)^4; (ММ) га а solution of (2) in the class ^(m). 
The series in (4) Vu> G C\(S U Pm) converges in metric Тг(-1, !)•
This theorem is a consequence of Theorems 1-3 and IE (1).
Rm of roots of the equation Co(w2, m) = 1;---------- ,----- ----- ,... =0 with respect to u> G C\S.
Here Ут G No there holds Т1т С (—?,г)\{0}.
These theorems are consequences of Perron’s , Pincerle’s theorems [8, 9] and of analytical prop­
erties of the function ip(z) = + г-1).
Remark 1. For any m G No systems (2) and (3) can have in the class ^(nz) only the unique 
linearly independent nonzero solution.
Using Theorems 1 and 2 and Fredholm’s alternative, the validity of the following statement can 
be proved.
Theorem 3. Let the following conditions hold: Л G (0,1); a real function x(p) G Тг(—1,1) 
and x(.P)dp = 2; Ут G Nq the members of the sequences {es}, {C}> {xs} are given in Theorem 
1; Ут G Nq and Vin G C\(S U 7£m) a sequence {(2(m + s) + l)_1vs(u>)} G /г(пг). Then Ут G No 
and Уш G C\(S U 7tm) system (2) has a unique solution {6s(u)} in the class l2(m). In addition, 
Vs G Nq and Уш G C\(S U Hm), bs(w) can be presented in the form of a convergence series bs(w) — 
= Yfn=obs,n(af)vn(uj), where {bSjn(u>)} is a unique solution of system (2) in the class /г(^), when 
= 6sn ys e N0(ne No).
This theorem is a generalization of Theorem 3 of [5].
Theorem4. Suppose that the conditions of Theorem 1 hold. ThenymENo andywEC\{SvnZm) 
there exists a unique solution of IE (1) in the class ТгС-1, !)• This solution can be written as follows:
s!A +o°Ф(М = (,l-iwp)-1[g(p,u)+g(<p,w) + -^2{s+m) + l)fm+s^~—^P^+s(p)bs(aj)],pE[~l,l]. 4
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It is convenient to introduce in our consideration £)„+i(u>, m) = -.—^-Dn+i(a>, m), where
(n + 1)!
_Dn+1(u>,m) is a determinant of the (n + l)-th order of the basic matrix of system (3) (n G N). 
Denote a set of all zeroes of polynomial Dn+1(u»,m) by 7?mtni (ni is the order of this polynomial). 
Then the following theorem is valid.
Theorem 5. Let a parameter A,’ a function y(/z) and the members of sequences {es}, {G}, {^s} 
satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1. Then Vm € No and \/n E N the following statements are true: 
1°) a polynomial m) has only zeroes of the first order; a the number of these zeroes is even
(2 < ni < n + 1); 2°) Tlm,ni = {±ikfim;n + l)\l — 1,п2,П2 = (ni/2); kfim,n + 1) G 7?.\{0}}; 
3°) Vr € N there holds the following recurrence formula Dr+i(w,rn) — —3krDr(a),m) + w2erCr • 
■ where er = Ct/t, C,r — Qfr + I)-1, xr — (r + l)_1xr, xo = xo and Do(w,rri) =
= 1, = —xo; a set 1Zm,ni is equal to the set of all zeroes of a finite continuous fraction
„ , л n ^т)ш2 vi(m)w2 t>n{m)w2
L,Q,n\N>‘rn) — 1Д’ | | i • • • > | r
The proof of this theorem uses Theorem 1 of Chapter 2 of [10], where the properties of a normal 
Jacobi matrix are given together with symmetrization of the basic matrix of system (3) introducing 
new unknown quantities yo(w,ri) = >/>соЬо(ш,п\уа(ш,п) = t/xsV^i •... • es(Ci ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ Cs)_1bs(a),n), 
where s € {1,..., n}.
On the basis of Theorem 2 stated above, Remarks 1 and 2 of [5], Theorem 2 of [3], Pringheim’s 
theorem [11] and Perron’s theorem [8] one can prove a number of auxiliary statements which allow 
to solve IE (1) and systems (2), (3).
Lemma 1. Let for some m G No the set 7Zm 0,f/q(m) E 1Lm and take place the assumptions 
of Theorem 2. Then for u> — ikfim) there exists an nonzero solution {bs(ikfim))} of system (2) in 





Lemma 2. Let A € (0,1) and a function x(m) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1. Then 
Vm E No the following statements hold:
1°) the set TZo nonempty;
2°) (-ikfimy) E 1Zm if LZm 0 and ikfim) E 1Zm;
3°) Vn G No functions П (Cr(^2, m))_1 are analytical in C\(S U 7?.m) and have poles of the first 
r—0
order at any point belonging to TZm.
Remark 2. If A G (0,1), a real function x(m) e 1], where a E (0,1), and f^ x(p,)dp, = 2,
then the set TZq is finite.
4. The technique used in [5] to determine explicit solutions of homogeneous and inhomogeneous 
IE (1) in the class C[—1,1] and system (2) in the class has a natural generalization. It is also 
applicable to obtain solutions of IE (1) in the class £-2(-1,1) and homogeneous system corresponding 
to (2) in the class
Further on the basis of the results given in Section 3 statements describing algorithms to obtain 
analytical and numerical solutions of the equations stated above are formulated.
Theorem 6. Let the conditions of Theorem 3 hold. Then E No and \/w G C\{S U IZm) a 
unique solution (bs(w)} of system (2) in the class him) can be represented in terms of the formulas 
(12) of [5].
The proof of this theorem is carried out by using Lemma 2 and Theorem 3.
Corollary 6.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2 hold and the set 1Zm be nonempty for some 
m E No- Then Vw = (i/q(m)) G 1Zm a unique solution of system (2) in the class ^(пг) normalized 
with the condition bo(ikfim)) = 1 can be written in the form
l,s  = 0,
(-l)s(fcz(m))s П E N.
1=1
bs(iki(m)) = (6)
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The validity of this corollary follow from Lemma 2, Theorem 2, 6 and Remark 1.
Remark 3. Let the conditions of Corollary 6 hold. Then for a finite sENq the members of the 
sequences {6s(zA:/(m))}, that is the unique solution of system (2) in the class hfjn) for w — ikifm) 
and bo^ikfimf) = 1, can be calculated with the help of backward recursion on the basis of system (2). 
For s 1 a ratio should be substituted by the right hand side of formula (5).bs(ikfim))
Theorem 7. Let the assumptions of Corollary 6.1 hold. Then Vw = (iki(mj) G Ttm the unique 
solution of IE (1) in the class 1,1), normalized by the condition f^pmfjj.) ■
• $(p,iki(m))dp = 1, can be written in the form of series
1 +°° s’
Ф(М, ifcz(m)) = - ]T(2(s + m) + 1) + (7)
Here Vs G No the quantity 6s(ifc/(m)) are given by formulas (6), this series being convergence in 
metric L2(—1, !)•
Corollary 7.1. The solution Ф(/х,й/(т)) of IE (1) in the class L2^—1,1) determined in 
Theorem 7 and specified by expression (7) belongs to the class C[—1,1] if the conditions of Corollary 
6.1 hold. In addition, series (7) is convergence absolutely and uniformly at [—1,1]. At this interval 
this series is majorized by a number series A 0(m+s)A:®(m), where A is a finite positive number.
Theorem 8. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1 hold. Then Vm G No and Vcu G C\(S U 77m) 
the unique solution of IE (1) in the class ЬгС-1,1) can be represented in the form (4) where the 
series converges on metric L2(~l, 1) and Vs G 2Vo t/ie members of the sequence {bs(ikfim))} should 
be determined by formulas (12) of [5].
This theorem follows from Theorem 4 and 6.
To determine of solutions of homogeneous IE, corresponding to IE (1), and infinite homoge­
neous system (2) (vficT) = 0 Vm G No) it is necessary to demonstrate presence of roots of equation 
С(ш,т) = 0 on each interval [—0,0], where 0 G (0,1) and then to make their separation and calcu­
lations. For this purpose the system of polynomials (Ds(w,m)} introduced above can be used.
Theorem 9. Let the parameter A, the function the members of sequences {es}, {Cs}> {xs} 
be satisfied the conditions of Theorem 1 and in addition for some mE No the set 7Lm is nonempty. 
Then the following statement hold.
1°) V(-ifcj(m)) ElLm lim Dn(iki(m), m) = 0 hold.n—*4-oo
2°) \/n E N the polynomial system Dn+i(ik, m),Dn(ik, m),..., Di(ik, m), Dofik, m) is Sturm’s 
polynomial system for the equation Dn+i(ik,m) = 0 with the respect to к G R+-
3°) Vn G N the number of roots of the polynomial Dn+i(ik,m) at the interval [0i,0i\, (ft < 02', 
ft, ft € (0,1)) ls equal to the change of sign alternations in Sturm’s polynomial system in going 
from to 02.
It should be noted that in determining the roots of the polynomial Dn+i(ik,m) at the interval 
[ft,ft] for n 3> 1 one should use the backward recursion, obtained from the recursion formula given 
in Theorem 5, and the relation lim = — 1 -|- \/l — fc1 2 3, where к E (0,1). The latter
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